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The basic topological facts about closed curves in G’;(’ and triangulability of 
surfaces are used to prove the folk theorem that any surface embedding of a graph 
is combinatorial. A basic technical lemma for this proof (a version of what it 
means to apply scissors to an embedded graph) is then used to give a rigourous 
definition of the combinatorial boundary of a face and also to introduce a 
combinatorial definition of equivalence of embeddings. This latter definition is on 
the one hand easily seen to correspond correctly to the natural topological notion of 
equivalence, and on the other hand to give equivalence classes in 1-l correspon- 
dence with the classes coming from combinatorial definitions of earlier authors. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
There are certain foundational results in the overlap between graph theory 
and the topology of surfaces whose proofs seem both to the relatively lengthy 
and not to appear in the literature. In particular an earlier version of this 
paper was motivated by a query from Jack Edmonds about the proof that 
any graph contained in a surface is a subcomplex of the l-skeleton of a 
suitably chosen triangulation of that surface. His basic results for the orien- 
table case 151, whose proofs appear in [ 131, and many other papers in 
topological graph theory, depend on this fact. On the other hand, the proof 
of this “folk theorem” (Theorem 1.3) certainly uses nothing but topological 
facts known prior to 1925 plus elementary arguments. 
We have included a number of other results in topological graph theory. 
For example, the method of proof of Theorem 1.3, namely Theorem 2.3, is 
used to obtain a rigorous definition of the “combinatorial boundary” of a 
face of an embedded graph. The same theorem is useful is discussing 
“equivalent” embeddings and the various combinatorial schemes for 
embeddings which have been developed. To begin, then, here are some 
definitions. 
An n-dimensional manifold is a Hausdorff space M such that every point 
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of M has a neighbourhood homeomorphic to R” (=n-dimensional Euclidean 
space) or IR: = {(xi ,..., xn) E R”; x, > 0). If x is a point of M with no 
neighbourhood homeomorphic to R ‘, then x is a boundary point of M. The 
set cYM of all boundary points is the boundary of M. It can be shown that cYM 
is an (n - 1)-dimensional manifold and that 8(8M) is empty. 
A bordered surface is a compact 2-dimensional manifold and a surface is 
a bordered surface with empty boundary. In discussing neighbourhoods in a 
bordered surface, we shall find it convenient to use the notation of C, the 
complex plane, and C + instead of IR * and IR: as our “coordinate” spaces. 
For topological spaces A and B, an embedding of A in B is a map f: 
A + B such that f: A -+ f (A) is a homeomorphism, f (A) being topologised as 
a subspace of B. 
A Jordan curve is a space homeomorphic to a circle. A Jordan arc is a 
space homeomorphic to an interval. For a subset A of a topological space, 
the closure of A is denoted by 2. A graph K is a compact Hausdorff space 
with a nonempty finite subset V of singletons, called vertices, with the set E 
of connected components of K - V, called edges, being such that: 
(0) E is finite; 
(i) every edge is homeomorphic to R; and 
(ii) foranyedge,e,P-eEVand 1<16-e]<2. 
If e is an edge of a graph K, then any member v of F- e is an end of e 
and u is incident with e. An edge e is a loop if 1 P - e( = 1 and a link 
otherwise. The valency of a vertex u is the number 
val(u) = I{e E E; v E P}] + i(e E E; {v} = P- e}l. 
We extend the function val to all of K by defining, for x E K - V, val(x) = 2. 
The incidence relation defined above for a graph determines a (finite) 
combinatorial graph. That this induces a l-l correspondence between 
homeomorphism classes of graphs and isomorphism classes of combinatorial 
graphs depends on the fact that the closure ? of each edge is either a Jordan 
arc (for a link e) or a Jordan curve (for a loop e). Thus, we shall not 
distinguish between graphs and combinatorial graphs. 
Observe also that if B is a bordered surface, making an arbitrary choice of 
one vertex in each component of aB converts the space 3B into a graph with 
r vertices and r loops, where r is the number of connected components of aB. 
Here we use the fact that all compact connected l-manifolds without 
boundary are homeomorphic. 
THEOREM 1.1 (The graph triangulation theorem). A graph K is 
homeomorphic to a quotient space I/--, where I is a finite disjoint union of 
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compact segments in R2 (possibly some having length zero) and x - y with 
x # y implies x and y are end-points of distinct segments. 
This is an easy exercise. 
THEOREM 1.2 (The surface triangulation theorem). Each bordered 
surface B is homeomorphic to a quotient space T/-J, where T is a finite 
disjoint union of compact triangles in the plane and x - y with x # y implies 
that there exist: (i) sides E and F of distinct triangles with x E E and y E F; 
and (ii) a homeomorphism h: E -+ F such that tfx’ E E is not an end-point of 
E, then x’ - y’ for exactly the points y’ = x’ and y’ = h(x’). See [ I]. 
The reader should be warned that the notion of triangulation defined 
below, though convenient for us, is both technically different and slightly 
more general than that usual in combinatorial topology. Some examples of 
our triangulations must be subdivided to obtain a simplicial complex. This is 
irrelevant for our purposes, however. 
A triangulation of B (resp. K) is a surjective quotient map T--P B (resp. 
I+ K) inducing a homeomorphism as in the surface (resp. graph) 
triangulation theorem. 
An embedding f of K in B is combinatorial if and only if there is a 
commutative diagram 
I 
ff 
WT 
I f I K rB 
where the vertical maps are triangulations and f * is an embedding mapping 
each segment in I with nonzero length onto a side of a triangle and all other 
“segment points” in I onto vertices of triangles in T. Such a commutative 
diagram will be called a good square. Our first result is 
THEOREM 1.3. Any embedding of a graph in a surface is combinatorial. 
2. REDUCTION OF THEOREM 1.3 
Theorem 1.3 is a special case of a slightly more general result. Before we 
state that generalization, we quote the following theorem, which includes 
Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Relative triangulation theorem [ 11. Let B be a bordered 
surface and let I -+ aB be a given triangulation. Then there is a good square 
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where 4 denotes inclusion. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a graph contained in a bordered surface B such 
that K V 8B is a graph. For any triangulation J + K v aB, there is a good 
square 
J’T 
!  !  
KuaB-B 
Theorem 2.2 contains Theorem 1.3 as a special case, where 8B is empty. 
Therefore it suffices to prove Theorem 2.2. To do so, we shall use the next 
result, which formalizes the idea of cutting the surface M along the graph K 
with a pair of scissors. This idea is studied for quite general spaces in [14], 
Sect. 9 of which is somewhat relevant here. 
THEOREM 2.3 (The scissors theorem). Let K be a graph contained in a 
surface M. If K has no isolated vertices, then there exists a bordered surface 
B’ and a map 8: B’ + M such that: 
(a) 0 is surjective and U is open in M tf and only if&‘(U) is open in 
B’; 
(b) i5’ maps B’ - I~B’ homeomorphically onto M - K; 
(c) 8 maps aB’ onto K and, for every b E aB’ such that val(O(b)) > 1, 
there is a neighbourhood N of b in aB’ such that 8 embeds N in M; and 
(d) for each x in K, IO-‘(x)1 = val(x). 
Proof. Theorem 2.3 implies Theorem 2.2. Since B is compact, 8B 
consists of a finite number, say r, of Jordan curves. Let D be a disjoint union 
of r compact discs and let h: cYB -+ BD be any homeomorphism. Define an 
equivalence relation - by x - h(x) for all x in aB. Now let h4 be the quotient 
space [B U D]/ - and consider B and D as subspaces of M. (The idea is just 
to paste on discs to till the holes in B.) 
Now h4 - ~90 is the disjoint union of B - cYB and D - aD, so any 
triangulation of M in which aD is combinatorial must map the interior of 
any triangle into either D - cYD or B - 8B. Hence any triangulation of it4 in 
which aD is combinatorial induces a triangulation of B in which aB is 
combinatorial. Thus we may replace B by M where c?M is empty. 
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The next step is to show that we may assume K has no isolated vertices. 
For if K has an isolated vertex u, let K’ be K with u deleted. The induced 
embedding of K’ is combinatorial. The embedding of K then puts v into the 
interior of some triangle, or else on the boundary of one or more triangles. 
However, in either case it is straightforward to construct a new triangulation 
so that v becomes a vertex of some triangles. Hence the embedding of K is 
combinatorial. 
Thus we can assume M and K are as in Theorem 2.3, so we get 8 and B’ 
as in the conclusion of that result. We now construct a commutative cube, 
with the vertical maps being triangulations and the front and back squares 
being good : 
The bottom square and the triangulation J are given. The preimage X 
under 8 of end-points of segments in J is finite (by (d)). Hence dB’ -X 
consists of a finite collection of open arcs. It is a straightforward exercise to 
show that each such arc is mapped homeomorphically by 8 onto the image 
of an open interval from J, with two arcs for each interval. 
Define I = J x (0, 1) and map J into J x {O}. Map the pairs of intervals of 
I onto the pairs of arcs above. This gives us I+ cYB’ in such a way that the 
left-hand square commutes. Now use Theorem 2.1 to construct the back 
square. Set T = S and let T+ S be the identity map. This determines the 
map T-t M so that the right-hand square is commutative. There is no 
difficulty in showing that T is a triangulation of M. An easy diagram chase 
proves the front square commutes. Since I + S maps segments onto sides, it 
follows that J4 T maps segments onto sides. Hence the front square is 
good. Q.E.D. 
3. THE NEIGHBOURHOOD THEOREM 
In this section, we state and prove the “neighbourhood theorem,” which is 
required for the proof of the scissors theorem. 
Let G” denote the graph with two vertices and m edges, each edge being a 
link joining the two vertices. For positive integer k, let Y, be the set Ire@; 
O<r< co and BE {2m/k; nEZ}}cC. 
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THEOREM 3.1 (The neighbourhood theorem). Let K be a graph, without 
isolated vertices, contained in the surface M. For each x E K, there is an 
embedding h : C + M such that h(0) = x and h(Y,,,,,,,) =j(C) n K. 
The proof of this theorem uses an extension of the Schonflies theorem, 
LEMMA 3.2 [ 151. Let J, and J, be Jordan curves in the sphere S2 and 
let f: J, -+ J, be any homeomorphism. Then there is a homeomorphism g: 
S2 + S2 such that g(x) = f(x) for each x E J,. 
LEMMA 3.3. For embeddings g,, g, of G” in S2, there is a 
homeomorphism h: S2 + S2 such that h(g,(G”)) = g2(Gm). 
Proof. For m = 2, this is immediate from the Schonflies theorem. When 
m = 1, there are Jordan curves J,, J, in S2 such that g,(G’) c J, and 
g,(G’) c J,. Choosing a homeomorphism f: J, + J, in such a way that 
f(g,(G’)) = g2(G’) and applying Lemma 3.2 gives the result when m = 1. 
Now assume m > 2. By induction on m, we may arrange a labelling of G” 
and a redefining of g, and g, so that, if e, ,..., e, are the edges of G”, then, 
for each i = 1, 2, and j = l,..., m, J, = gi(FjU tTj+ 1) has one of its 
complementary domains, say C,, disjoint from g,(G”). Here the indices are 
read modulo m. Now S2 is the disjoint union gi(Gm) U Ci, U ..a U Ci,. 
Choose homeomorphisms A: Jlj + J2j so that fi and fj+ I agree on gi(ej+ i). 
By Lemma 3.2, each & extends to a homeomorphism hj : Clj -+ C,. These 
all agree on their boundaries, so they piece together to give the required 
homeomorphism h : S2 -+ S2. Q.E.D. 
Observe that Lemma 3.3 is actually a generalization of Lemma 3.2, the 
Schonflies theorem. For a “nice” homeomorphism f: g,(G”) + g2(Gm), there 
is an extension off to a homeomorphism h: S* + S2. Here, the “nice” is a 
reference to the behaviour of the complementary domains. 
We are now ready to prove the neighbourhood theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let m = val(x). Let h, : C -+ M be any embedding 
such that h,(O) =x. Choose E > 0 so that, except for x, there is no vertex or 
edge y of K such that Jj& h,(B(O; c)). Let h”: C -B(O, E) be the 
homeomorphism reie tt (&r/(1 + r))e’“. Define h, : G + M by h, = h, 0 h”. 
Let X be that connected component of h;‘(K) that contains 0. Since K is 
closed in M, we have K f7 h,(G) is closed in h2(c). Hence X is closed in C. 
It is easily seen that X\{O} consists of m components, two for each loop 
incident with x and one for each link. If y is such a component, then 
h,(y) G e, for some edge e. Moreover h,(y) is open, so y is homeomorphic to 
R. Also, y is unbounded and T= yU {O}. 
In the one-point compactification C U {co } of C, XV {co } is an 
embedding of G”. Since C U {co} is homeomorphic to S2, Lemma 3.3 shows 
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there is a homeomorphism h’ : CU{m}+CU{m} such that 
h’(Y,~{co})=XU{oo} and h’(co)=oo. Define h,: C-+M by h,= 
h, o h’. 
If h,(C) nK = h,(Y,), then we are done. However, it may be that there 
are other bits of K in h3(C). Now h;‘(K n h,(C)) is closed in C, so there is 
an E > 0 such that y E‘ h;‘(K)\Y, implies 11 y JI > E. Hence, setting 
h = h, 0 h’, we get the required embedding. 
Equivalence and Strict Equivalence 
Embeddings 4, : G, +M, and ti2: G, + M, are equivalent if there are 
homeomorphisms K : G, +G, and,u: M,-+M, such thatpod,=d,oK. If 
G, = G,, then 4, and o2 are strictly equivalent if we can take K to be the 
identity map. 
These definitions are needed for Section 6. We record them here to note 
that, whereas Lemma 3.2 implies that all embeddings of G2 in S3 are strictly 
equivalent, if m > 2, all embeddings of G” in S2 are equivalent by 
Lemma 3.3, but not necessarily strictly. 
4. PROOF OF THE SCISSORS THEOREM 
This section presents a proof of Theorem 2.3, thereby completing the proof 
of Theorem 1.3. We shall make frequent use of the following results, but only 
when n = 1 or 2. 
THEOREM 4.1 (The Brouwer invariance of domain theorem [9]). Let U 
and V be homeomorphic subsets of R”. If U is open in R”, then V is open in 
R”. 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Let U and V be subsets of iR: and let f: U + V be a 
homeomorphism. If U is open in F?: and f(Un R*-‘) = Vn R”-‘, then V 
is open in IR:. 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold. Let f : R 1 + M 
be an embedding such thatf(R:) is open in M. If x E f(R”-‘), then x E aM. 
COROLLARY 4.1.3. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold and let U be a 
subset of M homeomorphic to R”. Then U is open in M. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof presented here is broken up into ten 
steps. The first five are used to set up the machinery used to prove the 
theorem, while the last five prove the theorem. 
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Step 1. Let A = {A : G + -+ M; A satisfies (a) and (/?)}, where: 
(a) I(R)GK and k(C+ -R)sM--KK; and 
(p) either 1 is an embedding, or A(z) = A(-Z) for every real z and I: 
C + M defined by x(z’) = k(z) is an embedding. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose A,, 1, E A are such that A, is not an embedding 
and k,(O) = &(z’). Then z’ = 0 and A, is not an embedding. 
ProoJ Observe that z’ E R. If either z’ # 0 or AZ is an embedding, then 
we show there is a neighbourhood N of z’ in R such that AZ : N + A,(N) is a 
homeomorphism. If A, is an embedding, then set N = R. If A, is not an 
embedding, then there is E > 0 such that 11 z’ 11 > E. Let N, = R f~ B(z’; E). We 
have that A,: N, --f &(N,) is a continuous bijection from a compact space 
into a Hausdorff space, so A2 is a homeomorphism, on this domain. Set N = 
iR n B(z’; E). 
Now 2, AZ : N-, R is an embedding, so N’ = 1; ‘A,(N) is open in R, by 
Theorem 4.1. But 0 E N’ and N’ G [0, co), so N’ cannot be open in R, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Step 2. Let T be the topological sum of M - K and C + X /i. That is, T 
is the disjoint union of M-K and C, x A, where A has the discrete 
topology, C, x /i has the product topology and T has the topology 
generated by the basis {UGM-K; Uis open in ik-K)U(UcC+ X/i; 
U is open in C, X A }. Now define a relation - on T by: 
(a) if x, 4’ E M-K, then x - y if and only if x = y; 
(b) ifxEM-K and (z,A)EC+ X/i, thenx-(z,A) (and (z,A)-x) 
if and only if A(z) =x; and 
(c) if (zi,Iz,), (z2,A2)E C, x/i, then (z,,A,)- (z*,A,) if and only if 
A,(z,) = AI and, for every pair of neighbourhoods N-r and Nz of z, and 
zz, respectively, in C + , there are subneighbourhoods N, and N, such that 
4m = &(fl*). 
Step 3. The relation - is an equivalence relation. There are only two 
nontrivial things to show: First, if (zl, A,) - x and x - (z2, A,), then 
(zl,A,)- (z2,L2); second, if (zI,&)-- (q,Q and (zz,A,)- (Zig&), then 
(zl~~,)- (z3,M. 
For the first situation, observe that A,(zJ =x = l,(z,). Let N, and N, be 
any neighbourhoods of z, and z2, respectively, in C + . Since x is in M - K, 
both zi and zz are in C + - R. For i = 1,2, then, N, - R is a neighbourhood 
of zi in 6, - R. Since A, is in A, we have that Ai restricted to C, - R is an 
embedding into M-K. By Corollary 4.1.3, then, A,(N, - W) is open in 
M-K. Set gi = n;‘[A,(N, - R) nil,(N, - R)]. We have that zi E fli, that 
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iVi is open in C, - R and so is open in C, and that A,(#,) = A,@,). Hence 
(Z134)” (z*,U 
The second situation is a little more subtle. To begin we observe that 
n,(z,) = A,(z,) = ;i,(z,). Let N, and N, be any neighbourhoods of z,, and zj, 
respectively, in C + . Use the definition of - to find neighbourhoods Z?, c N, , 
&,GC+, tiZ3 E C + and A, G N3 of z,, z_~, z2 and, z3, respectively, such 
that J,(fi,) = &(N,,) and i,(N,,) = &(N,). There are eight cases to 
consider, depending upon which of J., , AZ, and A, are embeddings and which 
are not. We work through only two, the other six being convex combinations 
of these. 
Case 1. All three are embeddings. 
In this case, for i = 1, 3, we have that A,:’ 0 A,: ~*i-) Z?i is a 
homeomorphism. Thus Corollary 4.1.1 shows that tii = n;‘n,(N,, nG,,) is 
open in C,. Since J,(fl,)=J,(R,), we get (zi,A,)- (z,,J3). 
Case 8. None is an embedding. 
By Lemma 4.2, either all of zi, z2, and Z~ are zero or none is. In the 
former event, choose E > 0 so that B(0; fi) n C + G fii n fi,, f7 NZ3 n I?, . 
Set Ni = ~‘2,: ‘&(B(O; E)), for i = 1,3, where s : C + -+ C is the squaring 
map s(z) = z’. Since ss-‘(A) = A for every A G C, we have, for i = 1, 3, that 
A,@,) = &(B(O; E)). But B(0; E) is open in C, 1, and 1, are embeddings and 
s is continuous, so fii is open in C + . Hence (z,, A,) - (z3, A,). 
In the latter event, i.e., none is 0, choose E > 0 so that, for i = 1,3, we 
have lzil > 2~ and B(z,;2&)nC+ cfii and also so that lzZl > 2~ and 
B(z, ; 2~) s k2, n tiz3. For i-1,2,3, we get that ,$: B(z,;&)nC+-+ 
&(B(z,; E) n C +) is a homeomorphism. 
Since (z,, 1,) - (z2, &) and (z2, 1,) - (z3, A,), there are sub- 
neighbourhoods N,*, N,*, , NTjr and Nt of the B(z,: E) n @+ such that 
h(W) = ww and &(N&) = n,(N,*). For i= 1,3, take Ei = 
A,:‘n,(NF, n Nzj). Again, this implies that (z,, A,) - (z3, 13). 
Step 4. The Definition of B’. Let B’ be the quotient space T/- and let 
q : T-P B’ be the quotient map. Let q. be the restriction of q to M - K and 
let qn be q restricted to C, x {A}. 
By the definition of -, we see that q. is injective. This is also true of qA. 
For if z, z’ E C + are such that qA(z, A) = qA(z’, A), then (z, A) - (z’, A). If 
z # z’ then choose disjoint neighbourhoods N and N’ of z and z’, respec- 
tively. There are subneighbourhoods fi and N’ such that n(fl) = A@‘). We 
have N - R and fl’ - R are nonempty and disjoint with A(# - R) = 
n(fi’ - IR). But ;1 is injective on C, - R, a contradiction. Hence z = z’. 
Since q is the quotient map, U is open in B’ if and only if q-‘(U) is open 
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in T. Hence U is open in B’ if and only if q;‘(U) is open in M - K and, for 
every A E A, q;‘(U) is open in C + X {A}. 
Step 5. q0 and the ql’s are open maps. For q,,, we let A be open in 
A4 - K and we are required to show that q; ‘q,,(A) is open in M - K and 
that, for 1 E A, qh1q&4) is open in C, x {A}. The former is immediate, 
since q0 is injective. For the latter, we have q;‘q,,(A) = I-‘(A) x {A} so the 
continuity of 1 gives the result. 
Now for q.%. Let E x (A) be open in C + x (A}. First we consider 
q;‘q,(E x {A]). One finds that q;‘qA(E x {A}) = A(E - R). But A: 
G + - R -+ M - K is an embedding and E - R is open in C. Hence A(E - R) 
is open in M by Corollary 4.1.3. Now we must show, for A, E A, that 
qh,‘qn(E x P 1) is open in 6, X {A}. Let (z,, A ,) be in qh,‘qn(E x {A}). Then 
there is a (z, A) in E x {A} such that (z,, A,) - (z, A). We distinguish four 
cases, depending upon which of A, and ;1 are embeddings and which are not. 
We prove only Case 4, the hardest one. 
Case 1. Either both A, and A are embeddings or z, E C, - R. 
Case 2. A, is not an embedding, while A is. 
Case 3. A, is an embedding, while A is not. 
Case 4. Neither 1, nor A is an embedding. 
By Lemma 4.2, either both z, and z are zero or neither is. If neither is 
zero, then choose E > 0 so that 1 z, 1 > 2~ and 1 z1 > 2~. In the definition of -, 
start with NL = B(z, ; E) n Cc + and N = B(z; E) n C + , to get N, and fi with 
A,(&) =/l(N). Now A-’ 0 A, : 13, + % is a homeomorphism. For z’ E fl,, 
there is a unique z* in N such that A,(z’) = A(z*). Let N’ and N* be any 
neighbourhoods of z’ and z*, respectively. Set fi’ = 1; ‘A(N* f7 N) n N’ 
and $* = N* n ;1~ ‘A,(N’ n fl,). Corollary 4.1.1 shows that N’ and #* are 
open in C + and we also have A,(#‘) = A($*). Hence (z’, A,) - (z*, A), 
so (z’, A,) E q;,‘qn(E x IA}). Thus %‘, x (A, i G q,,‘q,(E x In}). so 
q.;,‘qn(E X (A}) is open in C, X (A,). 
If both z, and z are zero, then take N, = C + and N = E in the definition 
of - to get 2, and fl. Let E > 0 be such that B(0; E) n C + c A,. We show 
that (B(0; E) n C,) x (Ai} G q;,lqn(E x {A}). Therefore, let z’ be in 
B(O;&)nC+. If z’ E C + - R, then we can proceed much as above to show 
(z’, A,) f qh,‘qA(E X {A}). If z’ E R, then we must look more carefully at the 
squaring map s. With the notation CP = (x + iy; y < 0}, C + = (X + iy; 
x>,O},C~=(x+iy;x~0}andiR~=(xEIR;x~0},thefollowinglemma 
is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let N be a subset of G - R -. Then the restricted square 
root maps r+: NnC+-C+nC+ and r-: NnCPqG+nCP are 
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continuous. Moreover, if A = r+(Nn C,) and B = r-(N CT C_), then A n B 
is empty, A U B = s-‘(N) and if N is open in C, then A and B are both open 
in C,. 
To finish this case, we may assume z’ E I? - {O). Since s(B(0; E) n C + ) = 
B(0; E’), we have z” E B(0; E*). Let 6 > 0 be such z’* > 6 and B(z”; 8) G 
B(0; E’). We have B(z’*; @EG--IR-. Recalllos=A. 
Let Q = I-‘~,(B(z’*; 6)). By Theorem 4.1, Q is open in C. Ler z** E Q 
be such that X(Z*~)=~,(Z’*). Since z’~ E IF?, - (0) we have Zig E 
IR, - (0). Let p > 0 be such that z** > lu and B(z**;,u)~ Q. Now 3’ = 
X,1;I(B(Z"2; ~))isopenit~Candfi’UB(z*~;,~)~:C-iR_. 
{AZ: c 
have that {X;'X(B(z**;p)nC+), X;1X(B(z*2;p)fJC-))= 
+, I? f-7 C-}, so if s-‘(B(z**;p))=A* UB* and s-‘(N))= 
A’ U B’, with A*, B*, A’ and B’ as given by Lemma 4.3, then all of A*, B”, 
A’, and B’ are connected and open in C + . 
Let #” be that one of A’, B’ that is a neighbourhood of z’ in C, . NOW 
II, : @’ -+ M is an embedding. Let A* be that one of A *, B* such that 
IZ(fi*)=Al(fin). We also have A: H* + M is an embedding, so A-IA,: 
&I --$ Jq* is a homeomorphism. Let z* be that member of I?* such that 
s(z*) = z”2. Let N’ and N* be any neighbourhoods of z’ and z*, respec- 
tively, in C,. Take @=A;'A(N*nti*)nN and N* zz 
A -lI1,(N’nI+tf)nN* t o show (z’,~,)~(z*,,I). Hence B(O;&)nC, S 
4&l qn(E x P 1). 
Step 6. Definition of 0: B’ + M and proof of part (a). For x E M - K, 
define 0(4,,(x)) to be x. For (z, A) in C + X A, define O(qn(z, A)) = n(z). A 
straightforward verification shows 19 is well defined. 
To show 0 is continuous, let U be open in M. First, q;18-1(U) = 
Un (M - K) is open in M - K. Second, for ;1 E /i, we have q; ’ 8-‘(U) = 
n-‘(U)X {L} . p 1s o en in C, x {A}. Hence f?-‘(U) is open in B’. 
We now show 8 is surjective. For x E M-K, we have x = O(qO(x)). For 
x E K, choose an embedding h : C + M as in the Neighbourhood Theorem. 
Let C be any component of c\Yvalcx, and let y: C + + C be a map such that 
Y(R) E y”alfx)r Y (C+\IR) = C and either (i) v$(x) > 1 and y is an embedding 
or (ii) val(x) = 1 and the map 9: G + C, defined by y^o s= y, is an 
embedding. Setting 2 = h o y, we find i E A and x = O(ql(O, A)). Hence 0 is 
surjective. 
Finally we want to show that if e-‘(u) is open in B’, then U is open in 
M. We observe that q;‘&‘(U) = U n (M -K) is open in M-K and 
qpe-yu)=P(u) x (11 is open in C, X {A}. 
Now if x E U, then x E M-K implies U n (M - K) is a neighbourhood 
of x in U. On the other hand, if x E K, then choose h as above and, for each 
component Ci of C - Yvalcx,, pick a yi : C + + Ci as above. 
If val(x) = 1, then, since II;‘(U) is open in C + , there is an E > 0 such 
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that B(O;s)nG+ GA;‘(U). Now m(B(O;&)nc+)=B(o;&*), so 
yi(B(O; c) n C +) = y^,(B(O; E*)) is open in C by Theorem 4.1. If val(x) > 1, 
then let E>O be such that B(0; 2~)n 6, CA,‘(U). Now 
yi(B(O; e) fl C + - W) is open in Ci and y,(B(O;s)nC+ -R)G 
y,(B(O;~)nc+-~)~c~nh-‘(u). Hence c,nh-‘(u> contains a 
neighbourhood of 0. Thus, in either case, for i = 1, 2,..., val(x), there is an 
ci > 0 such that B(0; ci) n ci G h-‘(U) n ci. For E = min(c,,..., E,~,(~)\ we 
have B(0; E) c h-‘(U). Hence h(B(0; F)) c U. By Corollary 4.1.3, h(B(0: E)) 
is open in M. 
Step 7. Proof of part (d). For x E K, consider the val(x) A’s found in 
Step 6. For each of A ,,..., ;Iva,(x)r we have that x = 8(qAi(0, A,)). These points 
are distinct, i.e., qli(O, Ai) = qnj(O, Aj) if and only if i = j, for otherwise one 
can show that K contains an open subset of M and that is not possible. 
Hence 1 e-‘(x)1 > val(x). 
Now let (z, A) E C + x A be such that A(z) = x. We must find an index i 
such that (z, A) - (0, &). We distinguish two cases, either val(x) > I or 
val(x) = 1. 
Case 1 (val(x) > 1). Let Z? be that connected component of A-IA(C) 
that contains z. Then h-‘ A(fi- IR) is a connected subset of @ - Yvalcx,. 
Thus there is an index i such that h- ’ A(fi - iR) G Ci. Reindex so that i = 1. 
Observe that fi is open in C + . If z = 0, then Lemma 4.2 shows that 1 is an 
embedding. If z # 0, then choose 6 > 0 so that Iz 1 > 2~ and 
B(z; 2s) n C + c $. In this case, redefine & to be B(z; E) n C + . Thus, eithei 
way we have 1: 3 + M is an embedding. It is now straightforward to use N 
and fi, = A;‘A(fi) to show that (z, A) - (0, A,). 
Case 2 (val(x) = 1). By Lemma 4.2, z = 0 and A is not an embedding. 
Let N* =I-‘h(C), so N* is open in C. Set NT =x;‘x(N*). By 
Corollary 4.1.3, NT is open in C. 
Let N and N, be any neighbourhoods of 0 in C, and select E > 0 so that 
@ + n B(0; E) c Nn N,. Let U = m(B(0; E) n C +) = B(0; E*), so U is open 
in 6. Now define N-, = q;‘R(Un N*) and A = x-‘x,(I?l). These are both 
open in G and J(N)=A,(fl,). Now set fl, = m-‘(N,) and N= m-‘(N). 
These are both open in C, and it is a simple check to see that A,@,) = 
a,(fii) =x(B) = A(N). Hence (z, A) - (0, Ai). Thus l&‘(x)] < val(x). 
Step 8. B’ is a bordered surface. Because q. and the q*‘s are continuous 
injective open maps, the sets qO(M - K) and, for A E A, qn(C+ x (A}) are 
such that every point in them has a neighbourhood in B’ homeomorphic to 
@ or C,. 
To show B’ is Hausdorff, let b, and b, be distinct points of B’. If 8(b,) # 
B(b,), then it is easy to show that 6, and b, have disjoint neighbourhoods. 
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On the other hand, if B(b,) = 19(b,), then we must be more subtle. In this 
case, 8(b,) E K. 
From Step 7, we know that b, = qn,(O,l,) and b, = ql,(O, A,), for some 
Ai,& EA. We show that qnl(C+ x {A,}) and qn,(C+ x {A,}) are disjoint. 
Since the qAi are open maps, we will be done. 
To obtain a contradiction, assume there are z, and z2 in C + such that 
4&&l, Q= q&2, 1,). Then (z, , A,) - (z2, A,), so there are neighbourhoods 
N, and N, of z, and z2, respectively, in C + such that n,(fl,) = ,l2(N2). 
Hence Y~(@,)=Y~~,). Thus u,(~,)=~,(~,)~~~t~~)~~,(@+)~~~(~+)~ 
Y va,(O(b,), (since b, #b, implies 1, f 12, which implies y, # yz). But y,(fi,) 
contains an open subset of C, namely, y,(fi, - R), while Y,,a,,B,h,,, contains 
no such open set. This is the required contradiction. 
Finally, we show that B’ is compact. For each x E K, choose h’“), 
1 (A-) 1 ,..., A(X) va,(l) as in Step 7. For each x in M-K, choose an embedding h’“’ : 
C + M- K such that hfX’(0) =x. Since we have M= u,,,,, h’“‘(B(0; 1)) 
and M is compact, we have a finite subcovering, say M = U I=, /z’“~‘(B(O; 1)). 
indexed so that xi E K if and only if 1 < i < t < r. Hence 
VFil(X/) 
B’ = b u qJ”I,[(y,c”i’)P’(B(O; 1)) x {A;-“‘l]] 
I i=l j=l 
u 1 i, q,(W’(B(O; l)))]. 
i=f+l 
Therefore B’ is the finite union of compact sets, so B’ in compact. 
A straightforward application of Corollary 4.1.2 shows that 3B’ = 
U.M 4n(R x @I)- 
Step 9. Proof of part (b). We have already seen that 8: 
B’ - 3B’ --f A4 - K is continuous. Also, 0 restricted to B’ - 8B’ is injective, 
since x E B’ - i?B’ implies x E q&i4 - K). Therefore we also get 0: 
B’ - aB’-,M- K is surjective. Since 8-‘(x) =4,,(x) for x E M-K, it 
follows that 8-i is continuous, so 8: B’ - cYB’ + M - K is a 
homeomorphism. 
Step 10. Last but not least, the proof of (c). Let b E 3B’ be such that 
val(B(b)) > 1. For some 1 E A, we have b = qn(O, A). It follows that 1 is an 
embedding by Lemma 4.2 and the neighbourhood theorem. We can use N = 
qel(Fi X (A}) as the required neighbourhood. Q.E.D. 
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5. THE COMBINATORIAL BOUNDARY 
This section contains a rigorous development of the notion of the 
combinatorial boundary of a face. Before we can get to this, we need some 
more graph-theoretic terminology. We take ours from Tutte [ 111. 
A path in a graph is a vertex-edge sequence (vO, e,, u1 ,..., e,, UJ such that, 
for i = l,..., n, vi-i and vi are the ends of edge e,. Its origin is v,, and its 
terminus is v,. It is reentrant if its origin and terminus are the same vertex. 
It is circular if it is reentrant and uO, v, ,..., u,-i are all distinct. 
If K is a graph in a surface M, then the faces of K are the connected 
components of M-K. If every face is homeomorphic to C, then the 
embedding of K in M is cellular. 
For any bordered surface B, B - cYB and B have the same number of 
components. Hence, if the graph K has no isolated vertices and K is 
contained in a surface M, then the map 19 given by Theorem 2.3 provides a 
bijection between the components of B’ and the faces of K. Specifically, if F 
is a face of K, let BL denote that component of B’ such that 8: Bk - aB’ + F 
is a homeomorphism. 
Note that if 8,) B, and 8,, B, are as in the scissors theorem applied to K 
embedded in Z, then there is a homeomorphism h: B, --t B, such that 
8, = B,h. Thus the following discussion is independent of the particular 
choice of 0 and B’. 
For each component J of aB;, we shall construct a reentrant path in K 
that will be part of the combinatorial boundary of F. Let V(K) denote the 
vertices of K and E(K) the edges of K. 
LEMMA 5.1. There is an x E J and a u E V(K) such that B(x) = u. 
Proof: Suppose not. Since r3 is continuous and J is compact and 
connected, B(J) is a compact and connected subset of E(K). But E(K) 
consists of disjoint pieces, each homeomorphic to (0, l), so the connec- 
tedness of O(J) implies O(J) c e for some edge e of K. To simplify the 
discussion, identify J with [0, 11, with 0 and 1 identified, and e with (0, 1). 
Then B(J) = [b, c] with 0 < b ( c < 1. Let x be an element of (0, I] for which 
B(x) = b, and without loss of generality we may assume x E (0, 1). By 
part (c) of Theorem 2.3, since val(B(x)) = 2 > 1, there is a neighbourhood N 
of x in (0, 1) that gets mapped homeomorphically by 0 onto its image. Hence 
some (p, q) G (0, 1) is homeomorphic to some [b, d) or [b, d], which is 
impossible. Q.E.D. 
By part (d) of Theorem 2.3, there are only finitely many x E J such that 
0(x) E V(K). By Lemma 5.1, there is at least one such, which we can assume 
is 0. Let these x be O=x,<x, < ... <x,= 1. Notice that n>l and 
x,=x0. 
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LEMMA 5.2. For each i = l,..., n, there is an edge e, such that 
e((xi-l 3 Xi)) = ei. 
ProoJ: Let ZJ be the midpoint of (xi-i, xi). Since B(U) & V(K), there is an 
edge ei such that e(u) E ei. Now the connectedness of @((xi- i, xi)) and the 
fact that @((xi_ i, xi)) f? V(K) = 4 imply that O((xi- i, xi)) c e,. 
If ei - @(xi-i, xi)) # $, then the continuity of 0 and the connectedness of 
ei imply that 6((xi-, , xi}) ci e, # Q1. But then P’(K) n e, # Qi, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
For each i = 0, l,..., n, let vi denote that vertex of K such that 8(x,) = ui. 
Let PJ denote the reentrant path (u,, e,, u ,,..., e,, u,J. For the face F of K, 
define the combinatorial boundary of F to be the set cb(F) = (P,; J is a 
component of 8BA}. It follows from this that F-F = UP,EcbCFj (x E V(K) U 
E(K); x is in PJ}. 
We have now defined combinatorial boundary for the faces of a graph K 
with no isolated vertices. Let K have isolated vertices and let K’ be K with 
all isolated vertices deleted. There is a labelling of the faces F{, F;,..., Fj of 
K’ and the faces F,, F, ,..., FS of K such that Fi s F; for i = 1, 2 ,..., s. Now 
define the combinatorial boundary of Fi to be cb(Fi) = cg(F;) U i(u); ti is an 
isolated vertex of K and u E F;}. 
From this definition of combinatorial boundary and Theorem 2.3, the 
following is an easy exercise. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let K be a graph in a surface M. If F is a face of K which 
is homeomorphic to C, then cb(F) has only one path. Moreover, if that path 
is circular, then F is homeomorphic to a compact disc. 
6. REDUCTION OF EQUIVALENCE CLASSES TO 
COMBINATORIAL SCHEMES 
In this section we give a sketch of a new combinatorial scheme for 
equivalence classes of graph embeddings, based on the Scissors Theorem. 
Various authors [5, 6, 12, 10, 71 have already given such schemes, though 
the actual definition of equivalence and proof that the combinatorial schemes 
are in l-l correspondence with equivalence classes of embeddings do not 
seem to have been previously published. The scissors theorem makes the 
proof straightforward (though tedious) in our case. That the various 
combinatorial schemes (including ours) are equivalent to each other is 
always easily checked, once one has the geometrical motivation, so we shall 
not dwell on this point, except to warn the reader to be clear whether one is 
dealing with equivalence, strict equivalence or “oriented equivalence” (as in 
[6]) of embeddings. 
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Below we make no restrictions on the connectedness of either graphs or 
surfaces, nor on orientability, nor on the topology of the faces of the 
embedded graph. For convenience, we do assume that the graph has no 
isolated vertices and that each component of the surface contains at least one 
component of the graph. 
DEFINITION. A graphitto is a set of words written on a surface S 
(without boundary and probably not connected), such that: 
(i) On each component of S there is at least one word. 
(ii) Counting inverses as well, each letter occurs exactly twice 
altogether. 
(iii) For no two symbols a, b from the letters plus inverses are we able 
to replace each occurrence of ab by a letter c (not otherwise occurring), and 
of b-la-’ by c-‘, and thereby eliminate all occurrences of a and 6. 
We have in mind that there are only finitely many letters occurring, and 
that a word is a finite sequence of letters, some written with a superscript 
-1. The symbol I-’ is the inverse of I, (I- ‘) ’ is replaced by 1, and words 
are inverted in the usual way as in a free group. However cancellation of the 
sequence 11-l should not be done. 
This definition is a bit loose, but is easily formalized. Intuitively each 
graphitto determines a graph embedding as follows. For each word written 
on a component, remove the interior of a closed disc from that component, 
using disjoint discs for distinct words. Then chop the boundary circle of the 
disc into arcs labelled in correct order by the letters of the word. Finally for 
each letter, glue together the two arcs which are labelled by that letter in the 
usual way. The result is a surface with a graph embedded. We define 
isomorphism of graphitti in such a way that equivalence classes of graph 
embeddings are in l-l correspondence with isomorphism classes of graphitti. 
DEFINITION. An isomorphism of graphitti G, -+ G, is a l-l correspon- 
dence 0: L,+L,, where Li is the set of letters plus their inverses for Gi, 
such that 
(i) 0 commutes with inversion. 
(ii) 0 determines a l-l correspondence between words in the sense 
that for each word alaT ... ak of G,, e(a,) e(a,) . . . @a,) when cyclically 
permuted and possibly inverted becomes a word of G,. 
(iii) Letting S, and S,, respectively, be the surface components of G, 
and G,, the words written on a given component of S, must correspond in 
(ii) to the words written on some component of S,, so as to give a l-l 
correspondence between components such that corresponding components 
are homeomornhic. 
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(iv) For each pair of corresponding components in (iii) which are 
orientable and have inscribed on them more than one word, either all those 
words @a,) ... @(a,) or none of them must be inverted to obtain words of 
G,. (Cyclic permutations of a word are regarded as the same word.) 
THEOREM 6.1. There is a l-l correspondence between isomorphism 
classes of graphitti and equivalence classes of graph embeddings. 
The detailed proof is somewhat lengthy, so only the main ideas are 
presented here. The map from graphitti classes to embedding classes is 
described after the definition of graphitto. To prove that it is bijective one 
constructs an inverse using the scissors theorem. A graph embedding 
K 4 A4 yields 8: B’ + M as in Theorem 2.3. The corresponding graphitto 
has S obtained from B’ by glueing a disc onto B’ for each component of 8B’ 
and for a component F of S (i.e., of B’) we get the words written on that 
component from the induced edge-sequences from the paths in cb(F). One 
can now check that this map is well defined from embedding classes to 
graphitti classes and is inverse to the previous map. 
DEFINITION. Given two graphitti whose words use the same alphabet, a 
strict isomorphism G + G’ is a 1-l correspondence between the sets of words 
such that (ii), (iii), and (iv) (in the definition of isomorphism) hold, where 0 
must map each letter to itself or its inverse. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Given a graph K, choose letters naming its directed 
edges so that inverses correspond to opposite directions. Then the set of strict 
equivalence classes of embeddings of K in surfaces is in 1-1 correspondence 
with the set of strict isomorphism classes of graphitti whose alphabets are the 
directed edges of K and which satisfy 
(B,): lf1,i2 ..a 1, is a word of length n > 1 in interval edges, then the 
end vertex of ii is the initial vertex of ii,, for ail i, where I,, , = I,. 
(C s): Define - by li’ - ii+, when 1, 1, . . . 1, is a word. Then - 
defines a cyclic ordering of ail the directed edges emanating from any vertex 
(i.e., the equivalence relation generated by +---+ relates any two directed 
edges with the same initial vertex). 
The main point additional to the previous discussion is that (B,) and (C,) 
will ensure that aB/- “is” the given graph K. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Embeddings in orientable surfaces correspond to 
graphitti where (a) ail components are orientable and (b) the words can be 
chosen so that each letter and its inverse occur exactly once each. 
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This can be proved directly, without appealing to the classification of 
surfaces. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Cellular embeddings correspond to graphitti where all 
components are spheres and exactly one word is written on each sphere. 
This follows immediately from the fact that connected bordered surfaces 
correspond exactly to connected surfaces with finitely many “holes,” the disc 
being the sphere with one hole. 
Corollary 6.2 and Proposition 6.4 yield 
COROLLARY 6.5. Strict equivalence classes of cellular embeddings of a 
given K are in I-1 correspondence with sets of words in the directed edges of 
K, defined up to cyclic permutation and inversion, and satisfying (C,), (B,), 
and 
(A,) Each undirected edge occurs exactly twice among the words. 
Similarly, Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 6.4 yield 
COROLLARY 6.6. Equivalence classes of cellular embeddings of all 
graphs in all surfaces are in 1-1 correspondence isomorphism classes of sets 
of words from some infinite alphabet of generators, satisfying: 
(A) The words are “cyclic words” from the free group on the alphabet 
(i.e., defined up to cyclic permutation and inversion), except that adjacent 
inverses are not cancelled. 
(B) A generator occurs either twice or not at all (counting inverses as 
well). 
(C) For no two distinct a, b from the alphabet plus inverses are we 
able to replace each occurrence of ab by a generator c (not otherwise 
occurring), and of bb’a-’ by c-‘, and thereby eliminate all occurrences of a 
and b. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let K 4 M correspond to a graphitto. Then 
(a) K is connected tf and only tf no proper subset of words satisfies 
Corollary 6.6(B). 
(b) M is connected tf and only zf (B) is never satisfied by the set of all 
words written on some proper subset of components of the graphftto. 
Thus we get the obvious results that M is necessarily connected if K is 
connected, and conversely in the case of a cellular embedding. 
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7. OTHER USES OF THE SCISSORS THEOREM 
This final section gives indications of other ways Theorem 2.3 may be 
used to obtain familiar results. 
Two embeddings f,, fi : X + Y are isotopic if and only if there is a 
continuous map F: Xx [0, I] + Y such that for fixed t, F(o, t): X-r Y is an 
embedding, f,(x) = F(x, 0) and f,(x) = F(x, 1) for every x E X. 
For a surface M, let x(M) denote the Euler characteristic of M. If a graph 
K embeds in surfaces A4 and M’, then M is simpler for K than M’ if x(M) > 
x(M’). For a graph K, let x(K) = max(x(M); K embeds in the surface M}. 
THEOREM 7.1. If M is given a smooth (resp. PL) structure, then every 
embedding is isotopic to an embedding where the image of each edge is a 
smooth arc (resp. a finite union of segments). 
We recall a result of Brown 141. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let M be a bordered surface. Then there is a collar C for 
aM, i.e., 8M G C c M and there is a homeomorphism f: C + 8M x [O, 1 ] 
such that f(x) = (x, 0) for each x in 8M. 
Theorems 2.3 and 7.2 can be employed to give triangulation-free proofs of 
the following results. 
THEOREM 7.3 [13]. Let K be a connected graph, M a surface and g: 
K --) M an embedding. Suppose that F is a face of g(K) not homeomorphic to 
C. Then there is a simpler connected surface M’ for K. Moreover, if M is 
orientable, then we may take M’ to be orientable. 
THEOREM 7.4 12, 31. Let K be a graph with blocks K,, K, ,..., K,. Then 
x(K) = (CL, x(&N - 2(n - 1). 
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